
A Perfuion air culture (PAC) system

To deplete cells of methionine, lysine and arginine in the PCCTS,
the PCCTS were incubated in depletion medium for different
time points. The PCCTS need longer depletion periods than the
2D cell culture (normally 1h), 3h the depletion time has better
depletion efficiency than 1h (n=5). IM: intermediate medium;
HV: heavy medium. The labelling efficiency (IM+HV %) is
calculated as HV and IM peptides over the total peptides.

Solid tumors are often considered as abnormal organs composed of the cancerous cells and their surrounding tumor
microenvironment (TME) containing fibroblasts, immune cells, blood and lymphatic vessels, and the extracellular matrix. The
heterotypic interactions between this diversity of cell types within the TME are maintained through a wide variety of secreted
proteins, resulting in a favorable milieu for the progression of the malignancy. The interactions between tumor cells and TME are
complex and remain poorly understood. Precision cut cancer tissue slices (PCCTS) maintain tissue heterogeneity with different cell
types and preserved TME. Cultivation of PCCTS provides an ex vivo model for tumor tissues. Here we investigated this by developing a
unique nascent proteomic approach in tumor tissues.
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In conclusion, we established a pulsed SILAC-AHA treatment approach for the
PCCTS with the TME. This unique approach allows tracking the compositional
and dynamic changes within the proteome and monitoring the direct proteome
response at rapid time scale. It can be used to reveal a part of the proteome that
has been poorly understood in the tumor tissues and contribute to studying
cellular communication and finding new therapeutic targets.
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C Work flow of enrichment and quantification of newly synthesized proteins in tissue slices culture

B Principle of the enrichment of newly synthesized proteins.

We developed an approach for PCCTS’s nascent proteome analysis, using
pulsed-SILAC (stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture) labeling
combined with click-chemistry to selectively isolate and quantify newly
synthesized proteins in the TME upon applying a cellular perturbation. (A)
Details of the tissue slices perfusion air culture (PAC) system. (B) Principle of
the enrichment of newly synthesized proteins: AHA (Azideohomoalanine) is
incorporated into newly synthesized proteins and replaces methionine. Newly
synthesized proteins are coupled to alkyne-functionalized agarose resin by 1,3-
cycloaddition. (C) Work flow of enrichment and quantification of nascent
proteins in tissue slices culture. PCCTS were cultured in AHA-SILAC media and
treated with cisplatin. Primary human ovarian tumors and patient derived
xenografts (PDX) were used to produce the PCCTS with thickness of 150µm to
300µm. PCCTS and culture media (containing secreted proteins) were
harvested; newly synthesized proteins were enriched via click-chemistry and
analyzed with liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
Figures are adapted from Eichelbaum K et al.,Nature biotechnology 2012.

(A) The PCCTS with 200µm thickness showed better labelling efficiency compared to the
280µm thickness for translatome analysis. For the secretome analysis, the tissue slice
thickness did not influent the labelling efficiency. Experiments were done with 4 ovarian
patient tumors. (B) Different tissue slices showed various labeling efficiency indicating the
patients heterogeneity (n=7). IM: intermediate medium; HV: heavy medium. The labelling
efficiency (IM+HV %) is calculated as HV and IM peptides over the total peptides.

2 Compare to 4h, incubation time of 10h showed a good
labelling efficiency, but further optimizations are needed to
improve the labelling efficiency. For 4h group n=3, for 10h
group n=7. IM: intermediate medium; HV: heavy medium.
The labelling efficiency (IM+HV %) is calculated as HV and
IM peptides over the total peptides.
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The nascent proteome analysis with cisplatin
treatment demonstrated different protein
regulations in patients suggesting different
drug responses. (A) Proteins that are
differentially synthesized with statistical
significance are highlighted in red
(upregulated) and blue (downregulated). The
response tumors showed 250 proteins down
regulated after Cisplatin treatment, which is
patient independent in the response group.
The patient with resistant tumor has vary bad
clinical progress compared to the response
group. (B) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis is
applied to enrich for known biological
functions, interactions, or pathways.

4 Expression of Ki67, phospho-
Histone H2A.X (ɣH2AX) and
cleaved-Caspase 3 (CC3) of
primary human ovarian tumor
tissue slices after 10h and 24h
incubation with IM media or HV
media containing Cisplatin. The
culture of PCCTS with IM media
as control group did not show
changes of biomarker expression.
The Cisplatin treatment induced
the ɣH2AX expression after 10h
and kept constant after 24h. The
CC3 expression was induced after
24h Cisplatin treatment. Scale bar
represents 50 µm.
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B    Enrichment of down regulated proteins from the response group
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